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(MODEL #’S: 83081, 83181, 83011, 83111,
83082, 83182, 83012, 83112)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

3000 WATERPROOF
WIPER MOTOR
Specifications

Dimensions

12V

Stall Torque

159 in-lbs (183 kgf/cm; 18 Nm)

Stall Current

10.2 - 12.2 Amps

Body

Aluminum

Gasket(s)

Neoprene

Exterior

White Powder Coating

Motor Shaft

Nickel Plated Brass

IP Rating

IP66

Shaft Length

1.5” or 2.5”

Sweep Preset

80° or 110°

7.46" (189.5mm)
6.25" (158.8mm)

3.94" (100mm)

Voltage

2.56"
(65mm)

Wiring Diagram
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Sweep Set Adjustment

1. Unscrew and remove Shaft Plate /
Remove Transmission Arm

1. Unscrew and remove Shaft Plate /
Remove Transmission Arm

a) Using the provided Allen wrench, remove the four screws from
the shaft plate and carefully remove the shaft plate. Note the
placement of the white o-ring in the channel in the shaft plate, which
has to stay in the o-ring channel when reattaching the shaft plate to
the outer motor housing.

a) Using the provided Allen wrench, remove the four screws from
the shaft plate and carefully remove the shaft plate. Note the
placement of the white o-ring in the channel in the shaft plate, which
has to stay in the o-ring channel when reattaching the shaft plate to
the outer motor housing.

b) Remove the C-clip from the end of the transmission arm using
a flat blade screwdriver and lift off the Transmission Arm by
pressing down lightly on the gear wheel to release. Note the
location of the oblong channel in the white gear wheel underneath
the black sweep set plate where the pin in the transmission arm is
located.

b) Remove the C-clip from the end of the transmission arm using
a flat blade screwdriver and lift off the Transmission Arm by
pressing down lightly on the gear wheel to release. Note the
location of the oblong channel in the white gear wheel underneath
the black sweep set plate where the pin in the transmission arm is
located.

2. Adjust Sweep Set
a) Using a Phillips head screwdriver, remove the two screws holding
the sweep set plate to the gear wheel and then rotate the Sweep
Set Plate a full 180°, relocating the desired sweep set hole over
the oblong slot on the opposite side of the wheel. The park
position is determined by facing the windshield from the outside
of the boat and deciding if the motor should stop when it moves to
park in the clockwise direction (left hand park).
b) Replace the screws in the sweep plate.

3. Replace Shaft Plate & Fasten
a) Replace the Transmission Arm, placing the pin in the original
oblong hole on one end (through the labeled sweep set hole),
and onto the Shaft Arm Pin on the other.
b) Reattach the C-clip. Put the shaft plate back on the motor and
refasten the four Allen head screws, making sure that the
o-ring stays in the channel on the shaft plate. The o-ring must
sit completely in the channel in order to maintain the motor’s
waterproof properties.

2. Adjust Sweep Set
a) Using a Phillips head screwdriver, remove the two screws holding
the sweep set plate to the gear wheel and then line up the new
sweep set angle hole in the sweep set plate over the oblong
channel in the gear wheel (not visible).
b) Replace the screws in the sweep plate.

3. Replace Shaft Plate & Fasten
a) Replace the Transmission Arm, placing the pin in the original
oblong hole on one end (through the labeled sweep set hole),
and onto the Shaft Arm Pin on the other.
b) Reattach the C-clip. Put the shaft plate back on the motor and
refasten the four Allen head screws, making sure that the
o-ring stays in the channel on the shaft plate. The o-ring must
sit completely in the channel in order to maintain the motor’s
waterproof properties.

